Within- and across-channel processes in modulation detection interference.
Modulation detection interference (MDI) describes the effect of an amplitude-modulated sound on detection of amplitude modulation (AM) on a spectrally distant target sound. In MDI, AM detection is worsened by an AM interfering sound. Previous research has implicated both within-channel and across-channel processes as the basis for MDI. This study examined the detection of 10-Hz sinusoidal AM as a function of the spectral relationship, gating synchrony, and ear of presentation of the target and interfering sounds. Using a 993-Hz target sound, AM detection improved as the frequency of the interferer increased from 1250 to 2188 Hz, and as it decreased from 788 to 450 Hz. MDI was less for continuous interferers than for interferers gated synchronously with the target. In the continuous interferer conditions, however, MDI was still greatest for interferers most proximal to the target. The effects of frequency proximity and gating asynchrony were also evident using interferers presented to the ear contralateral to the target ear. While a 1250-Hz interferer led to more MDI than a 788-Hz interferer when the interferers were presented to the same ear as a 993-Hz target, no significant asymmetry was noted with dichotic stimulation. Taken together, the results of these experiments indicated that MDI is the result of across-channel, and to a limited extent, within-channel processes.